Devilishly Hard To Match

WHERE IN THE NORTH TEMPERATE ZONE OF THE WORLD CAN YOU FIND SO DEVILISHLY GOOD A GRASS AS FYLKING KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS LAWN? THIS FINE-TEXTURED, LOW-GROWING, MULTIPLE TILLERING TURF HAS EVERYTHING GOING FOR IT. A GOOD MIXER, DISEASE, DROUGHT AND WEED RESISTANT, GREEN EARLIER AND LATER THAN OTHERS, FYLKING CAN BE CUT LOW AS 3/4 INCH, EVEN 1/2 INCH AND THRIVE. LESS MOWING, LESS WATERING MEAN LESS TIME AND MONEY EXPENDED. INTERNATIONALLY TESTED OVER 12 YEARS, FYLKING IS DEVILISHLY HARD TO MATCH. ASK FOR 0217® BRAND FYLKING KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS AT YOUR LOCAL WHOLESALE SEED DISTRIBUTOR.

Another fine product of Jacklin Seed Company, Division of the Vaughan-Jacklin Corporation

Editorial

An Industry Challenge

THE GREEN INDUSTRY IS SITTING ON THE THRESHOLD OF ONE OF THE GREATEST RECYCLING VENTURES EVER CONCEIVED BY MAN. NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL NOW MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO SPRAY HUMAN SEWAGE EFFLUENT ON TURFGRASS WITH NO ODOR, NO MUSSE AND NO FUSS.

The technique, already in operation is some parts of the country, is essentially giving back to Mother Nature that which was rightfully hers. But in a larger sense, spray irrigation, as it is called, reunites man and his environment as never before. We would predict that in the next few years major metropolitan cities will undergo massive changes in municipal sewage disposal.

Currently, a bill is in Congress that calls for zero effluent discharge into any stream, river, lake or ocean in the U.S. by 1985. If passed, the dependence of mankind on the Green Industry will be brought into focus acutely.

Recycling human wastes is not new. We've been doing that for some time. The problem is that as cities grow larger, disposal systems become overburdened and fresh water supplies are endangered.

Spray irrigation provides and alternative solution to the problem. It makes use of land area as a living filter. We in the Green Industry already know the environmental benefits of turfgrass. The new system makes use of these benefits. Effluent is flushed to a storage lagoon where it is aerated allowing natural biochemical breakdown to take place. It is then pumped to an irrigation system like that on a golf course. Sprinklers distribute the material uniformly throughout the area. From here on, Mother Nature does the work. Organic matter is decomposed by soil bacteria. Nutrients are taken up by plants. And that foursome can play a round later in the day with no lingering odor.

Currently, Disney World's new waste treatment plant is processing about a million gallons of waste water a day. Effluent is pumped to the northwest edge of the property and sprayed on turfgrass and cropland. The city of Muskegon, Michigan utilizes 6,000 acres of land as a living filter. Several golf courses on the west coast are irrigating with waste water. In this issue of WEEDS TREES AND TURF, you will read about the spray irrigation system of St. Charles, Maryland.

We believe that the Green Industry is a natural to accept the concept of spray irrigation. The demonstrated expertise in system irrigation, the fact that commercial turfgrass is an environmental filter, the convenient location of golf courses, parks and grounds to metropolitan areas — all make for compatibility that is hard to beat.
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